I am interested in applying for a scholarship in National instruments and my reasons for undertaking the application include the following: my first reason is that I am a self-driven and highly motivated individual who has an inherent interest to pursuing by career in the most esteemed and most innovative institution of academic excellence and National instruments qualifies as my institution of choice. I have chosen to apply for scholarship with national instruments because it’s an institution that is recognized as one of the best academic institution trusted with delivering the best lot of students in the field of electrical and electronic engineering.

In addition to that it has the best facilities especially the computing infrastructure which is highly developed with the largest number of networked PCs as well as engineering workstations. Therefore by making my application to national instruments I trust that the state of art and industrially sponsored technology will enable that I achieve my academic goals after finishing my studies.

It also encourages me to apply for a scholarship in national instruments because the quality and the relevance of the education it delivers has been reflected in the past exceptional record where the institution has seen its students into employment in wider range of most prestigious companies as the institution teaching quality is often endorsed by the industry which is the chief sponsor of most of the students who qualify for the scholarships.

Moreover I was compelled to making this application because the institution department of electrical and electronic engineering is accredited by the
Engineering Council UK (ECUK) which accredits the courses that are offered. In addition to that all the courses offered by the institution are accredited by the royal aeronautical society, the institution of engineering as well as the institute of measurement and control. The accreditation is a guarantee that what I will learn at the institution will be accepted and recognized by my potential employers and by wider range of industries thus the increased enhanced opportunities for employment.

My final reason for making this application is the excellent and conducive student life that the institution which will ensure that I develop whole round and this is evident by the recognition of the institution as the one with the best student experience for characterized by excellent community, extracurricular activities and societies as well as a good environment both in and around the campus.